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in 2011, the most pulled over drivers by the law enforcement agencies
in these states are over 50 years of age: florida with 2,236,195,
georgia with 2,198,482, illinois with 2,197,829, new mexico with

2,130,622, and new york with 2,106,000. this lack of precision means
that only the most flamboyant and bizarre violations of traffic laws will
justify a stop, because any violation can be trumped with a seemingly

more serious violation. in one study, researchers counted almost
8,000 tickets issued to drivers in three counties in the south and

northwest for the same offense: running a red light. more than three
quarters of the drivers cited were african-americans. in a similar

study, researchers counted almost 34,000 tickets issued for the same
violation in chicago for the three years from 1998 to 2000. fewer than

one fifth of the tickets were issued to whites. when traffic stops are
made pursuant to drivers' violation of a (fictitious) violation of a law,
the law is frequently viewed as nothing more than a thin veneer on

top of a variety of more relevant factors that trigger police
investigation. the details of the supposed violation might not matter to

the police officer who decides to initiate an investigatory stop, or to
the prosecutor who decides to indict a driver for that violation. the city
was facing a crisis. in 1997, aclu of pennsylvania filed another lawsuit
charging the city with engaging in a policy of selective enforcement of

criminal laws. the charges center on philadelphia's practice of
"qualifying" police stops. police regularly follow vehicles that appear to
be violating the law, but do not apprehend the driver. instead, police

officers often either issue a citation or give the driver a warning.
according to the aclu, philadelphia police have used this tactic to stop

drivers with outstanding warrants on nearly 10,000 occasions since
1993.
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company logo the
total number of

stops plus the total
number of miles

driven is the perfect
number, in most

cases, to determine
what the person's

estimated miles per
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year is. for example,
someone with a

commute of 50 miles
a day drives 5,000
miles per year. a

professional driver,
like a bus driver,

who drives 10,000
miles per year is
likely to be paid
more than a low-
cost, low mileage
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driver. many of the
bus drivers keep

detailed daily logs of
their itineraries.

reports of violence
are given

immediately, and,
on some routes,

reports are given to
management. the
bus companies are
doing more to train
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the drivers,
particularly the new

ones, on how to
recognize a

potentially violent
incident and how to

react if it occurs,
and a bus company
spokesperson said
that having more

experienced drivers
on routes leads to
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more incidents that
get reported. it's not
a common practice,
but the occasional

papers all write
about it. i read one

account in the
washington post in
1991 that described
a man who followed

two female
passengers on the
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kingston and
shoreham line into a

wal-mart store,
blocked their exit,
and then assaulted

them. the number of
states requesting
the most foreign

driver's licenses as
of september 30,
2010 is california,
florida, texas, new
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york, missouri,
illinois and virginia.

ohio has been
steadily requesting

licenses, but
maryland had the
highest number of
applications at the
time of print, with
849,550 licenses
outstanding. in

addition to
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requesting licenses
for foreign nationals,

many states also
request licenses for

foreign-born u.s.
citizens. twenty-nine

states and dc
require drivers to
have licenses as a
condition of license
renewal, and seven

states (idaho,
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kansas, montana,
new mexico, north

dakota, south
dakota, and

wyoming) require
licenses as a

condition of renewal
for drivers of

commercial vehicles.
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